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Abstract 

Characterization and modelling of wax crystallization must be carefully addressing to understand wax-

oil organogels formation. During casting process of wax-based mixtures, wax crystallization occurs 

under concomitant non-constant and high cooling rates. In this study, the crystallization kinetics of two 

representative wax-based materials was studied by power-compensated Differential Scanning 

Calorimetry (DSC) with moderate-high cooling rates (from -20 to -200 °C min-1) in constant cooling 

rates (isokinetic) conditions and simplified non-constant cooling rate (non-isokinetic) conditions. 

Analyses based on the evolution of the mass fraction of solid wax calculated from heat flow (DSC signal) 

show similar kinetics trend and enthalpy of crystallization for the different isokinetic conditions, but 

with a significant influence on the supercooling effects. Considering the limits of the classic Avrami 

kinetics modelling for high aspect ratio crystals and complex mixtures, a semi-empirical modelling 

approach of non-isokinetic cooling conditions on a differential form is proposed. The modelling shows 

a good correlation with experimental results. 
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1. Introduction 

Waxes are organic semi-crystalline thermoplastics comprised of fatty hydrocarbons and their 

derivatives. An exact description of chemical composition of waxes is difficult because they are usually 

mixtures of alkanes, fatty alcohols, fatty esters, or other organic components with different molecular 

weights. Polymethylene chain structure is generally present in most wax molecules. Below the wax 

crystallization temperature, subunits of methylene group -CH2- organize into an ordered crystalline 

structure [1]. From a melted binary wax-oil mixture, wax crystallization upon cooling results in a semi-

solid paste, even with very low wax quantity in some cases [2-4]. The microstructure of the solidified 

mixture shows an interconnected three-dimensional skeleton of wax crystals in which is entrapped a 

continuous oil phase [5, 6]. These wax-based mixtures are categorized as “organogels” (or “oleogels”), 

and their solidification process is no other than a gelation [7]. Wax-oil organogels can be used as 

structuring agents for potential substitutions to saturated fatty acids in food shortenings [6] or make-up 

products [8], for example, lipsticks that can be considered as organogels from 50 wt% to nearly 100 wt% 

of waxes and oils. In a very different context, during crude oil extraction and transport, the formation 

of paraffin organogels and their deposition along pipeline walls, especially in cold weather conditions, 

is undesired as the gelation can lead to significantly higher pressure drops, or even pipeline blockage 

[9]. 

Several previous studies have demonstrated significant influences of thermomechanical conditions on 

microstructural and rheological aspects for wax-based mixtures [4, 10-14], and such investigations are 

important to control various industrial processes. For example, the temperature gradient and the shear 

conditions can influence the crystallization kinetics as well as microstructural and rheological features 

of wax deposition in crude oil pipelines [2, 9, 12]. In food science, the cooling and shear rates are used 

as actuators to control mechanical properties of edible waxy organogels [4, 15]. 

Similarly, thermomechanical parameters are considered critical in the casting of cosmetic products, 

especially lipsticks. The overall crystallization kinetics determines the ratio of solidified phase and 

impacts eventually the mechanical properties of the material. Identifying the crystallization kinetics 

upon processing becomes thus critical. However, the characterization of wax crystallization kinetics in 

conditions of lipstick casting is challenging. It should be noted that in most previous studies on wax-oil 

organogels, cooling rates were generally lower than -20 °C min-1 and were kept constant (isokinetic 

conditions), but they can be much higher and non-constant during casting process. In industrial casting 

conditions, when the melted liquid lipstick paste (at about 100 °C) is poured into a cold mold (at around 

20 °C), cooling is very rapid at the paste-mold interface, while it takes several minutes for the lipstick 

center to approach the mold temperature. During the solidification process, the cooling rate is thus 

generally higher than -20 °C min-1 at the center of the lipstick and increases along the radius, up to the 

surface. Moreover, the cooling rate is variable (non-isokinetic conditions). To our knowledge, there are 

yet few studies on wax crystallization kinetics under rapid and non-isokinetic cooling conditions. 

Experimentally, Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is often used to characterize crystallization 

kinetics (overall kinetics) for crystalline or semicrystalline materials [16], such as polymers [17-20], 
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metals [21], petroleum products [22, 23, 24], cosmetics [25], and fatty materials [26, 27]. Small DSC 

sample size enables a short thermal response time and high cooling rates. From the specific thermal 

signal caused by crystallization, a precise description of crystallization kinetics can be obtained. For 

wax-based mixtures, on one hand, DSC scans allow evaluating the impact of cooling rate on wax 

appearance temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴, or WAT, the temperature at which wax crystallization starts. Several 

studies have shown that there is a linear correlation between the temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴 and the cooling rate 

�̇�: 𝑇𝑊𝐴(�̇�) = 𝑎0 + 𝑎1�̇�, where 𝑎0 and 𝑎1 are constant coefficients [11, 22, 24]. While other studies 

suggested a quadratic correlation 𝑇𝑊𝐴(�̇�) = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1�̇� + 𝑏2�̇�
2  [12, 28, 29], where 𝑏0 , 𝑏1  and 𝑏2  are 

constant coefficients. On the other hand, the heat flow integration of thermal signals on a DSC scan 

quantifies the crystallization advancement for further modelling of kinetics [30] or thermodynamics 

[24]. 

Classic kinetics models based on Avrami theory have been widely exploited for modelling nucleation 

and growth of various materials in isothermal conditions [26, 31-33]. Within studies to approach to non-

isothermal conditions, Nakamura et al. proposed an expansion of the isothermal Avrami modelling to 

non-isothermal conditions [34]. Ozawa also developed a non-isothermal modelling for constant cooling 

rate measurements [35] and Billon et al. proposed the application to non-constant rate cooling 

conditions [36]. Classic nucleation and growth theories may encounter large errors with high aspect 

ratio and anisotropic crystalline growth [37, 38], which indicates possible errors when using classic 

kinetics model for wax crystallization because of needle-like or platelet-like wax crystals [9, 39]. 

Moreover, commercialized wax and wax-based mixtures can be very different in terms of multiple wax 

components. Crystallization modelling from DSC thermal signals without detailing each component is 

thus desired. 

In this study, a characterization methodology following by a semi-empirical modification of the Avrami 

theory are suggested. This approach is suitable for modelling wax crystallization in complex mixtures 

in moderate-high cooling rate and non-isokinetic conditions. Followingly, in Section 2, the Avrami 

theory will be briefly reviewed and discussed. Experimentally, Section 3 will provide a method to 

exploit the experimental thermal signal of wax crystallization in terms of kinetics variables. In Section 

4, the experimental protocols of wax crystallization characterization on isokinetic and non-isokinetic 

conditions will be discussed. The characterization results of two representative wax-oil mixture samples 

will be shown in Section 5. In Section 6, we will study kinetics modelling for both isokinetic and non-

isokinetic conditions. For isokinetic modelling, several limits of classic kinetics Ozawa model will be 

discussed. Instead, a semi-empirical model will be proposed based on characterization results and will 

be further examined by comparison to experimental results for both isokinetic and non-isokinetic 

conditions. 

2. Classic kinetics models 

The Avrami theory is often used for isothermal kinetics modelling of crystallization [31]. Kinetics 

calculations are based on the volume fraction of the crystallized solid phase 𝑓𝑣, and on the “overlap” of 
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crystalline entities. 𝑓𝑣 is a value ranging from 0 to 1 during crystallization. In a general form of the 

Avrami model, the volume fraction of crystallization should satisfy: 

𝑓𝑣(𝑡) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝐾𝑡
𝑛) (1) 

where 𝐾 is a constant which only depends on temperature 𝑇, and 𝑛 is the Avrami coefficient. 𝑛 is 

dimensionless and depends on nucleation and entities growth conditions. For example, under 

instantaneous nucleation, 𝑛 takes the value of 3 for three-dimensional growth, 2 for two-dimensional 

growth, and 1 for one-dimensional growth. 

Nakamura et al. consider an arbitrary thermal path as numbers of isothermal steps [34]. They expanded 

the Avrami model to non-isothermal conditions, with the following form:  

𝑓𝑣(𝑡) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−(∫ 𝐾(𝑇)𝑑𝜏
𝑡

0

)

𝑛

] (2) 

To take account of the induction time in non-isothermal conditions, Scheil suggested the following 

criterion to calculate non-isothermal induction time 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑 from isothermal induction times 𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑
𝑖𝑠𝑜 (𝑇) [40]; 

Chan and Isayev introduced this definition into polymer crystallization [41]: 

∫
𝑑𝑡

𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑
𝑖𝑠𝑜 (𝑇)

𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑑

0

= 1 (3) 

Based on the Avrami theory, another approach for non-isothermal conditions is proposed by Ozawa for 

constant cooling rate conditions [35]: 

𝑓𝑣(𝑇, �̇�) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝜒(𝑇)

|�̇�|
𝑛 ) (4) 

where �̇�  is the cooling rate 𝑑𝑇/𝑑𝑡  (unit: °C min-1); 𝜒(𝑇)  is a function which only depends on 

temperature 𝑇. In a double logarithm plot associated with equation (4), the slope can be attributed to the 

Avrami coefficient 𝑛, and 𝑙𝑛(𝜒(𝑇)) can be assigned with a fitting function. 

Accordingly, Billon et al. suggested a generalization of the Ozawa equation (4) for non-constant cooling 

rate conditions by incremental calculations [36]:  

𝑓𝑣(𝑡
𝑁) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−(∑

1

|�̇�𝑗|

𝑁

𝑗=1

(𝜒
1
𝑛(𝑇𝑗) − 𝜒

1
𝑛(𝑇𝑗−1)))

𝑛

) (5) 

where 𝑡𝑁 is the current time increment and 𝑗 represents the increment index of time steps.  

Experimentally, isothermal tests are used for modelling with Avrami equation (1), while constant 

cooling rate tests are used with Ozawa form (4), which is preferred for materials with rapid 

crystallization. Direct observation of crystallization by optical microscopy or indirect measurement 

such as DSC scans or density measurements can be used to approach the evolution of the volume 
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fraction 𝑓𝑣(𝑡)  or 𝑓𝑣(𝑇, �̇�) . In this study, DSC scans with isokinetic and non-isokinetic cooling 

conditions have been chosen to characterize wax crystallization kinetics.  

3. Kinetics characterization strategy by DSC 

3.1. Isokinetic cooling conditions 

The principle of a DSC characterization is to measure the necessary heat power difference to maintain 

the sample and a reference at nearly the same temperature during a preset temperature profile. By 

convention, a DSC diagram presents the measured heat power difference versus temperature. This heat 

power difference is named as “heat flow” (noted as 𝛷𝑠 , unit: mW). Heat-flux DSC and power-

compensated DSC are two methods to measure the heat flow. In this study, we choose a power-

compensation DSC which directly measures the heat power difference of a sample and a reference in 

two twin mini-furnaces. Ideally, heat flow should be constant during a temperature scan, if the specific 

heat of the sample is constant and there is no phase transformation. However, an existing asymmetry of 

the heat control or a difference in the specific heat between the two mini ovens introduces usually a 

non-flat baseline. Moreover, the absolute value of heat flow signal 𝛷𝑠 is proportional to the cooling rate 

and to the sample mass for each individual scan, which leads to non-comparable phase transformation 

thermal signals for different cooling rates.  

Therefore, a post-processing protocol of heat flow data has been introduced in this work. As shown in 

Fig. 1a, heat flow indicates a phase transformation phenomenon from temperature 𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑖  to 𝑇𝑡𝑟

𝑓
. A heat 

flow baseline is manually chosen on two smooth sections without transformational heat, from 𝑇𝐷𝑆𝐶
𝑖  to 

𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑖  and from 𝑇𝑡𝑟

𝑓
 to 𝑇𝐷𝑆𝐶

𝑓
. In the case of cooling scans, 𝑇𝑊𝐴 is equivalent to the on-set temperature of the 

crystallization signal 𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑖 . The baseline can be completed with a spline interpolation inside the 

transformation zone, noted as 𝛷𝑏 (unit: mW). The heat flow of the phase transformation can then be 

normalized by �̇�  and the sample mass 𝑚  (unit: mg), into a specific heat of phase transformation, 

denoted as 𝑐𝑝
𝑡𝑟 (unit: J g-1 K-1): 

𝑐𝑝
𝑡𝑟 =

𝛷𝑠 − 𝛷𝑏

𝑚�̇�
 (6) 

𝑐𝑝
𝑡𝑟 is positive under both heating and cooling conditions. Instead of heat flow 𝛷𝑠, the transformational 

specific heat 𝑐𝑝
𝑡𝑟 will be used for further comparisons. 
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Fig. 1 a Baseline interpolation of a phase transformation measured by a power compensated DSC 

(cooling starts from the right side of the diagram) b Transformational specific heat 𝑐𝑝
𝑡𝑟 and solid wax 

fraction 𝑓𝑆𝑊, calculated with the proposed baseline interpolation and enthalpy integration 

The enthalpy of phase transformation ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 (unit: J g-1) can be integrated in the transformation zone, 

from 𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑖  to 𝑇𝑡𝑟

𝑓
: 

∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 = ∫ 𝑐𝑝
𝑡𝑟

𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑓

𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑖

𝑑𝑇 (7) 

A negative value of enthalpy signifies that the phase transformation is exothermic. On cooling scans, 

∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 is the total enthalpy of crystallization.  

We define here solid wax fraction 𝑓𝑆𝑊 as a mass fraction to represent the quantity of semi-crystalline 

phase. The value of 𝑓𝑆𝑊  is the cumulated enthalpy (integration of 𝑐𝑝
𝑡𝑟  from 𝑇𝑊𝐴  to 𝑇) divided by a 

reference enthalpy ∆𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓: 

𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇) =
∫ 𝑐𝑝

𝑡𝑟𝑇

𝑇𝑊𝐴
𝑑𝑇

∆𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓
 (8) 

An example of as-calculated 𝑐𝑝
𝑡𝑟 and 𝑓𝑆𝑊 can be seen in Fig. 1b. As for the reference enthalpy ∆𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓, 

it is defined as the mass-weighted average of enthalpies of crystallization ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟
𝑘  of each wax component 

𝑘 (with mass fraction 𝑤𝑘) of the wax-based material:  

∆𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓 =
∑ 𝑤𝑘∆𝐻𝑡𝑟

𝑘
𝑘

∑ 𝑤𝑘
𝑘

 (9) 

With this definition of ∆𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓, 𝑓𝑆𝑊 increases from 0 to 1 for cooling of a single wax component from 

liquid melt; when cooling a wax-based mixture, 𝑓𝑆𝑊 increases from 0 to a final value of 𝑓𝑆𝑊
𝑚𝑎𝑥 (smaller 

than 1). The 𝑓𝑆𝑊  should not be confused with the degree of crystallinity, often used in polymer 

crystallization. It should also be noted that 𝑓𝑆𝑊 is a global approximation of crystallization of each wax 
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component. A more precise determination of solid phase fraction should be feasible via other 

characterization methods such as pulsed Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (p-NMR) [42] but will be not 

discussed in this study. Since the densities of wax and oil components are close (approximatively 0.9 g 

cm-3 at room temperature), the mass fraction 𝑓𝑆𝑊 is thus comparable to the volume fraction 𝑓𝑣 that is 

used in the Avrami theory. In our study, 𝑓𝑆𝑊 is used to describe crystallization kinetics and modelling. 

3.2. Non-isokinetic cooling conditions 

Experimentally, applying a thermally controlled non-isokinetic temperature program is a challenge for 

most commercialized DSC calorimeters. In our study, DSC scans have been conducted with simplified 

non-isokinetic cooling conditions: in two sections, constant cooling programs are applied with different 

cooling rates �̇�1 and �̇�2, the cooling rate change taking place at temperature 𝑇∗. In our study, we suppose 

that the two cooling rates satisfy |�̇�1| > |�̇�2|, referring to a monotonic decreasing cooling rate, as in 

many process conditions. For simplification reasons, a non-isokinetic cooling scan will be noted as 

“|�̇�1|-|�̇�2|”. 

 

Fig. 2 a Heat flow measurement of a sample pan and the same sample pan with a wax-oil DSC sample 

(sample mass: 8.093 mg) with two sections of different cooling rates b Specific heat 𝑐𝑝 peaking around 

𝑇∗ and its correction according to the correction baseline 𝑐𝑝
𝑛. 

With the as-defined temperature program, two scans are conducted respectively on an empty aluminum 

sample pan (heat flow denoted as 𝛷𝑜) and on the same sample pan containing the sample (heat flow 

denoted as 𝛷𝑠). An example of measured heat flow is presented in Fig. 2a. The specific heat can be 

obtained by normalization in (6), within each of the two sections: 
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𝑐𝑝 =

{
 
 

 
 
𝛷𝑠 −𝛷𝑜

𝑚�̇�1
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑇 > 𝑇∗

𝛷𝑠 −𝛷𝑜

𝑚�̇�2
 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑇 ≤ 𝑇∗

 (10) 

When plotting the calculated 𝑐𝑝, there is a large peak at around 𝑇∗ (see Fig. 2b). This is probably due 

to the perturbated signal recorded by the calorimeter immediately after the cooling rate change, at 𝑇∗. 

There are two possible reasons for the generation of this peak. First, the crystallization continues and 

accelerates around the temperature 𝑇∗ after isokinetic cooling of �̇�1. Second, the cooling rate change 

may lead to an instable thermal control of the calorimeter. As a matter of fact, such an instability can 

also be seen in the empty pan scan (see Fig. 2a dashed line). It is thus difficult to quantify the effect of 

each origin. 

In order to mitigate this peak effect, a correction method is hereafter proposed. First, the correction 

specific heat 𝑐ǁ𝑝 is suggested through the introduction of a proportionality factor 𝑔: 

(𝑐ǁ𝑝 − 𝑐𝑝
𝑏) = 𝑔(𝑐𝑝 − 𝑐𝑝

𝑛) 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑇 ≈ 𝑇∗ (11) 

where 𝑐𝑝
𝑏  is the non-transformational specific heat which is determined similarly by a spline 

interpolation (red dashed line in Fig. 2b) ; 𝑐𝑝
𝑛 is the correction baseline around 𝑇∗ by linear interpolation 

(red dotted line in Fig. 2b). The factor 𝑔 is found by ensuring the same enthalpy of crystallization that 

is calculated by the corrected specific heat 𝑐ǁ𝑝 compared to isokinetic cooling scans: 

∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 = ∫ (𝑐ǁ𝑝 − 𝑐𝑝
𝑏)𝑑𝑇

𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑓

𝑇𝑊𝐴

 (12) 

Similar to isokinetic scans, 𝑓𝑆𝑊 for non-isokinetic conditions can be calculated and used for further 

kinetics description: 

𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇) =
∫ (𝑐ǁ𝑝 − 𝑐𝑝

𝑏)
𝑇

𝑇𝑊𝐴
𝑑𝑇

∆𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓
 (13) 

4. Experimental 

4.1. Materials 

From the vast possible combinations of wax-oil mixtures, two materials that represent cosmetic wax-

based mixtures have been chosen: a binary wax-oil mixture and a commercialized lipstick paste with 

similar total wax quantity. The binary mixture (noted as JN15-DEK) was prepared by mixing 15 wt% 

of a synthetic polyethylene wax Jeenate 3H (Jeen International Corporation, New Jersey, United States) 

in a hydrogenated poly-1-decene oil Dekanex 2006 FG (Jan Dekker, Amsterdam, the Netherlands) at 

98 °C. The lipstick paste (noted as GL740) is the commercialized product Dior Addict Lacquer Stick 

Color 740, acquired directly from the industrial site (Parfums Christian Dior, Saint-Jean-de-Braye, 
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France). Both mixtures are chemically stable from -50 °C to 150 °C and were stored at room temperature 

before DSC tests. DSC scans show no liquid-solid transformation above -20 °C for oil components in 

both mixtures. According to the wax content and preliminary DSC tests, the reference enthalpies ∆𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓 

for the two mixtures were determined: -222.9 J g-1 for JN15-DEK and -187.5 J g-1 for GL740. 

4.2. Calorimetry scans 

A power-compensated calorimeter DSC 8500 of Perkin Elmer was used. For each DSC scan, the sample 

was sealed in a 20 µL aluminum container. The sample mass should be neither too small to hide thermal 

signal to the baseline, nor too large to amplify the thermal inertia effect inside the sample. Without 

specifying, the sample mass is controlled within 4 to 10 mg. 

4.2.1. Temperature calibrations 

Two calibration methods were employed for isokinetic measurement conditions and non-isokinetic 

measurement conditions respectively. 

For isokinetic conditions, the calorimeter was connected to a Liquid Nitrogen Cooling (CLN2) block 

for cooling rates from -20 °C min-1 to -200 °C min-1. Preliminary calibrations with indium and lead 

standards were conducted for heating rates of 20, 50, 100, 150 and 200 °C min-1 by supposing the 

symmetry of heating and cooling on calorimeter thermal control.  

For non-isokinetic conditions, the calorimeter was connected to an IntraCooler cooling block which 

allows a better cooling stability at lower cooling rates (from -5 to -50 °C min-1). Temperature 

measurement was calibrated at a single cooling rate of 10 °C min-1. A pre-determined temperature 

correction at different cooling rates was used for each DSC scans: 

𝑇𝑐 = 𝑇𝑚 + (10 − �̇�) ∗ 0.03 (14) 

𝑇𝑐  is the temperature after correction and 𝑇𝑚  is the sample temperature which is measured by the 

calorimeter. 

4.2.2. Isokinetic DSC scans 

For isokinetic cooling conditions, constant cooling scans were conducted on both mixtures from 150 °C 

to -50 °C, with cooling rates of -20, -50, -100, -150 or -200 °C min-1. The influence of thermal inertia 

was characterized on both mixtures with four different sample mass around 2, 5, 10 and 15 mg, at two 

cooling rates -20 and -200 °C min-1. Repeatability studies and sensibility tests on sample mass were 

conducted using both mixtures at all mentioned cooling rates. 

4.2.3. Non-isokinetic DSC scans 

Non-isokinetic DSC scans were conducted on JN15-DEK with 𝑇∗ programmed at 30 °C and GL740 

with 𝑇∗ programmed at 50 °C. Three combinations of |�̇�1|-|�̇�2| were chosen for both samples: 50-20, 

50-10 and 50-5. For corresponding non-isokinetic modelling, constant cooling rate scans were carried 

out, from 150 °C to -50 °C with cooling rates of -20, -10 and -5 °C min-1 on both samples. Constant 

cooling rate scans at -50 °C min-1 were not obtained because the cooling capacity was not efficient at 

low temperature (below 0 °C) at this cooling rate. 
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5. Results and Discussion 

5.1. Isokinetic conditions 

5.1.1. Influence of sample mass 

Thermal inertia can be an important factor in fast cooling DSC technologies as reported [43]. At high 

cooling rate, the characteristic time for heat conduction inside the sample volume is essential for the 

detection of thermal signals. If the sample volume is larger, the characteristic conduction time will be 

larger (considering 𝑥2 = 𝐷𝑡  with 𝑥  the characteristic conduction distance, 𝐷  the heat diffusion 

coefficient, and 𝑡 the characteristic conduction time), and a more significant thermal delay can be 

observed consequently. This effect can be interpreted by cooling scans on different sample mass. We 

evaluated this inertia effect with two limit cooling rates, respectively -20 and -200 °C min-1. The 

transformational specific heat, as deduced from the scans after treatment, are plotted in Fig. 3. The total 

enthalpy of crystallization ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 and the wax appearance temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴 are chosen to indicate the 

influence of thermal inertia and are presented in Table 1.  

For the cooling rate -20 °C min-1, only small differences in specific heat profiles can be seen. As shown 

in Fig. 3 and Table 1, there is only a small variation of ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 and 𝑇𝑊𝐴 for a sample mass lower than 10 

mg. However, the crystallization peak (around 52 °C and 70 °C for JN15-DEK and GL740, respectively) 

is stronger and narrower for a small sample mass. This difference can be explained by a lower 

characteristic conduction distance for smaller samples. In a smaller sample, the temperature is more 

homogenous during crystallization. In this case, the phase transformation signal is captured in a shorter 

time duration. As for larger sample mass, the thermal signal is more likely to be an averaged value 

because the heat conduction inside the sample delays crystallization at the center.  

 

Fig. 3 Transformational specific heat profiles for samples a JN15-DEK and b GL740 at two cooling 

rates -20 °C min-1 and -200 °C min-1 with different sample mass. Specific heat profiles were shifted 

vertically for visualization reasons. 
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For the cooling rate -200 °C min-1, as expected, the delay due to heat conduction is much more important, 

especially when the sample mass is large. The crystallization peak shifts significantly to lower 

temperatures when sample mass is greater than 10 mg, and the variation of ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 and 𝑇𝑊𝐴 is larger in 

this case. Enthalpy integration may lead to underestimated results of ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟  for large sample mass 

because of the error introduced by heat control limit of the calorimeter. 𝑇𝑊𝐴 decreases with an increase 

in sample mass, due to the delay by thermal inertia. As it can be seen in Fig. 3 and Table 1, the impact 

of sample mass on the variation of 𝑇𝑊𝐴 is less than 3 °C. This result reaffirms that the sample mass 

should be in a consistent range (4-10 mg). 

Table 1 Influence of sample mass: total enthalpy of crystallization ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟  and wax appearance 

temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴 with different sample mass on two different cooling rates for JN15-DEK and GL740 

 Cooling rate -20 °C min-1 Cooling rate -200 °C min-1 

Sample mass/mg Total enthalpy of 

crystallization ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 /J g-1 
Wax appearance 

temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴 /°C 
Total enthalpy of 

crystallization ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 /J g-1 
Wax appearance 

temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴 /°C 

JN15-DEK 

2.681 -22.8 53.5 -21.0 43.2 

5.780 -24.6 54.1 -21.2 43.7 

10.295 -24.0 54.6 -19.1 43.2 

14.560 -24.5* 53.7 -19.9* 41.1 

GL740 

2.611 -21.8 72.4 -19.0 62.3 

5.573 -22.7 73.2 -18.4 61.6 

10.499 -21.6 71.1 -16.7 59.3 

16.150 -18.2* 71.9 -15.8* 59.7 

* Controlling the temperature program for large sample mass is difficult, especially at high cooling rate. As a result, the absolute value of 

enthalpy integration may be significantly underestimated. 

5.1.2. Repeatability tests 

Repeatability tests were conducted on both mixtures. For each material, three quasi-identical DSC 

samples were prepared with only slight differences on sample mass (JN15-DEK: 7.691 ± 0.259 mg and 

GL740: 5.639 ± 0.921 mg). For each DSC sample, isokinetic scans were conducted with cooling rates 

-20, -50, -100, -150 and -200 °C min-1. The profiles of 𝑐𝑝
𝑡𝑟 of each repeated test (see Fig. 4) shows no 

significant difference for both samples. Average value and uncertainty (by standard deviation) for total 

enthalpy of crystallization ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 and wax appearance temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴 in each thermal condition were 

calculated and are given in Table 2. In general, an uncertainty of about ± 1 to ± 2 J g-1 on enthalpy of 

crystallization (corresponding to 5-10 % on relative value) can be introduced with our defined protocols 

of experimental measurement, baseline processing and integration. Uncertainty on wax appearance 

temperature in most cases is less than ± 1.5 °C. Without further elaborating in a vast combination of 

mixtures, we can considerer that there is an uncertainty of ± 10 % on ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 and ± 1.5 °C on 𝑇𝑊𝐴 with 

our protocols. This uncertainty level is considered adequate for our current experimental studies and 

kinetics modelling. 
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Table 2 Repeatability tests on JN15-DEK and GL740: Total enthalpy of crystallization ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 and wax 

appearance temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴 at different cooling rates  

 JN15-DEK GL740 

Cooling rate �̇�  

/°C min-1 

Total enthalpy of 

crystallization ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟/J g-1 

Wax appearance 

temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴/°C 

Total enthalpy of 

crystallization ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟/J g-1 

Wax appearance 

temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴/°C 

-20 -22.8 ± 2.0 54.7 ± 0.9 -19.7 ± 2.1 71.0 ± 0.3 

-50 -22.9 ± 2.0 52.5 ± 1.5 -19.0 ± 0.6 68.4 ± 0.3 

-100 -22.6 ± 1.9 49.2 ± 0.8 -19.8 ± 0.8 65.4 ± 0.3 

-150 -21.9 ± 0.8 47.1 ± 0.7 -19.3 ± 0.2 63.8 ± 0.3 

-200 -21.1 ± 0.4 43.3 ± 0.4 -18.5 ± 0.9 60.5 ± 0.4 

 

Fig. 4 Transformational specific heat profiles for a JN15-DEK and b GL740 at two cooling rates -20, -

50, -100, -150 and -200 °C min-1 with three repeated scans. Specific heat profiles are shifted vertically 

for visualization reasons 

5.1.3. Influence of cooling rate 

The same repeatability results can be used to analyze the impact of cooling rates. According to specific 

heat profiles in Fig. 4, multiple crystallization peaks can be seen for lower cooling rates scans especially 

at -20 °C min-1. This indicates an existence of different phase transformation mechanisms or 

components in complex wax-based mixtures. Understanding such phenomena could be laborious and 

will not therefore be the subject of the present study. At higher cooling rates, thermal signals become a 

result of an average of different phase transformation effects in a shorter time interval, so that the 

transformational specific heat profiles are found smoother. 
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Fig. 5 Wax appearance temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴 of JN15-DEK and GL740 plotted against the cooling rate 

Another major impact of the cooling rate is about the temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴. When increasing the cooling 

rates, transformational specific heat profiles are found similar, but with a continuous shift to the lower 

temperatures. From -20 °C min-1 to -200 °C min-1, the temperature difference can be up to 10 °C. Since 

the thermal inertia is unlikely to introduce such difference, the shift on 𝑇𝑊𝐴 is probably associated with 

the supercooling effect: at a higher cooling rate, a large supercooling is favorable and leads to a lower 

nucleation temperature. Specifically, as plotted in Fig. 5, the wax appearance temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴  is 

correlated linearly to �̇�: 

𝑇𝑊𝐴(�̇�) = 𝑇𝑊𝐴
𝑜 + 𝛼𝑇�̇� (15) 

In this expression, 𝑇𝑊𝐴
𝑜  is the temperature extrapolation to a fictional cooling rate of 0 °C min-1, and can 

be considered as the thermodynamic equilibrium temperature for crystallization. This correlation is 

coherent with results obtained in several studies mentioned previously [11, 22, 24], while other studies 

suggest that the dependency is non-linear [12, 28, 29]. We believe that this dependency of 𝑇𝑊𝐴 on 

cooling rate might depend on the type of wax-oil combination. Without further research on other 

mixture systems, we will assume that for our cosmetic waxy mixtures, the temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴 is linearly 

dependent on cooling rate at relatively high cooling rates (�̇� ≤ -20 °C min-1). With a linear regression, 

the absolute value of the slope 𝛼𝑇 are found 0.061 (min) and 0.055 (min) for JN15-DEK and GL740, 

respectively. Actually, 𝛼𝑇  can be seen as the induction time for isokinetic cooling conditions, 

considering: 

𝛼𝑇 = −(𝑇𝑊𝐴
𝑜 − 𝑇𝑊𝐴(�̇�)) /�̇� (16) 

Fig. 6 shows the plots of 𝑓𝑆𝑊 against temperature at different cooling rates. Coherent with what precedes, 

are recovered similar curves that shift towards lower temperatures at higher cooling rates. The final 

solid wax fractions converge at low temperatures, which is consistent to similar values of enthalpy of 
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crystallization ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟 according to Table 2. These variations are probably due to the previously stated 

uncertainty. It should be noted that the final solid wax fraction of the two materials is lower than the 

total wax content (15 wt%). There remains probably dissolved wax in these mixtures, even after cooling 

down to very low temperatures for a full crystallization. 

 

Fig. 6 Evolution of DSC-deduced solid wax fraction 𝑓𝑆𝑊 of a JN15-DEK and b GL740 at different 

cooling rates. 

5.2. Non-isokinetic conditions 

For non-isokinetic conditions, solid wax fraction profiles were calculated; they are plotted in Fig. 7. 

Isokinetic profiles of the same cooling rate �̇�2 (cooling rate in the second cooling section) are also 

plotted for comparison. As expected, the same 𝑓𝑆𝑊 can be seen before reaching the cooling rate change 

temperature 𝑇∗  (𝑇∗  is slightly higher after temperature correction). Below the temperature 𝑇∗ , 𝑓𝑆𝑊 

profiles shifted towards the corresponding cooling rate �̇�2 . There seems to be an “acceleration” of 

crystallization at the beginning of the cooling rate change: when applying a lower cooling rate �̇�2, the 

crystallization rate increases when comparing to that of the isokinetic curve (slope change). 𝑓𝑆𝑊 tends 

to converge towards the same value as for isokinetic condition after cooling rate change. However, there 

may exist significant errors around 𝑇∗ and globally. These errors could introduce unreasonable 𝑓𝑆𝑊 

profiles, such as the excessive increase of 𝑓𝑆𝑊 in “50-5” profile for GL740. Due to experimental limits, 

we may conclude carefully that a decreasing cooling rate possibly increases crystallization quantity 

within the same temperature interval. 
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Fig. 7 Solid wax fraction 𝑓𝑆𝑊  for non-isokinetic scans for a JN15-DEK and b GL740 compared to 

isokinetic cooling scans of cooling rates �̇�2 

6. Kinetics Modelling 

6.1. Isokinetic modelling 

Based on experimental results, the kinetics model should include the induction effect and growth 

kinetics at different cooling conditions. The supercooling effect is significantly dependent on the 

cooling rate according to Fig. 5 and should be considered in kinetics modelling. The modelling of 

induction effect can be referred to the linear dependency of 𝑇𝑊𝐴 to the cooling rate �̇� which corresponds 

to the equation (16). By using a constant �̂�𝑇  (unit: min) which depends on the composition of the 

material, 𝑓𝑆𝑊 profiles can be shifted to a quasi-static cooling profile 𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇 − �̂�𝑇�̇�, 0). Mathematically, 

the shift can be expressed by: 

𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇,  �̇�) = 𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇 − �̂�𝑇�̇�, 0) (17) 

With �̂�𝑇  values of 0.090 min for JN15-DEK and 0.095 min for GL740, all shifted isokinetic 𝑓𝑆𝑊 

profiles can be well superimposed in the intermediate 𝑓𝑆𝑊  zone, between 0.02 and 0.08 for both 

mixtures (Fig. 8). However, the curves are slightly diverging at lower solid wax fraction. This can be 

probably explained by different impacts of supercooling on growth kinetics which could be strongly 

associated to cooling rate in the early stage of the crystallization. Consequently, the values of �̂�𝑇 are 

significantly different to those of 𝛼𝑇  obtained by linear regressions in Fig. 5. At higher solid wax 

fraction, the profiles of 𝑓𝑆𝑊 are also slightly diverging vertically. This could be related to the uncertainty 

in enthalpy integration as previously discussed in subsection .  

Initially, the growth kinetics was conducted on kinetics curves shown in Fig. 8 by using the constant 

cooling rate Ozawa model. By approximating the volume fraction 𝑓𝑣 to the fraction 𝑓𝑆𝑊, the double 

logarithm form of the Ozawa model in equation (4) becomes thus: 
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𝑙𝑛 [− 𝑙𝑛 (1 − 𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇 − �̂�𝑇�̇�, 0))] = 𝑙𝑛[𝜒(𝑇)] − 𝑛 𝑙𝑛|�̇�| (18) 

Considering the quasi-overlapping kinetics curves of 𝑓𝑆𝑊 (as shown in Fig. 8), 𝑛 ≈ 0 can be obtained 

from the double logarithm plot based on equation (18). As the value of the Avrami coefficient 𝑛 is 

correlated to the dimension of the crystalline growth, a zero-value signifies that the crystalline growth 

is “dimensionless”, which does not correspond to any physical meaning. Furthermore, if 𝑛 = 0 is applied 

to the Ozawa’s model, the equation (4) simply leads to the exponential of the fitting function 𝜒(𝑇): 

𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇 − �̂�𝑇�̇�, 0) = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝜒(𝑇)). For these reasons, it is believed that the classic Avrami-Ozawa 

model may not be suitable for kinetics modelling of wax-oil mixtures.  

Here, we suggest a semi-empirical modelling approach by applying directly a master curve 𝜉(𝑇) to 

model the growth kinetics curves. The master curve 𝜉(𝑇) and the value of �̂�𝑇  can be optimized by 

minimizing the cost function 𝐿(𝑓𝑆𝑊, 𝜉) according to the shifted kinetics curves in Fig. 8: 

𝐿(𝑓𝑆𝑊, 𝜉) =∑(𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇
𝑗 − �̂�𝑇�̇�

𝑘, 0) − 𝜉(𝑇))
2

𝑗,𝑘

 
(19) 

In our study, 𝜉(𝑇) is fitted by a monotonic decreasing polynomial function in the transformation zone 

𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑓
≤ 𝑇 ≤ 𝑇𝑡𝑟

𝑖 , with 𝜉(𝑇 = 𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑓
) = 𝑓𝑆𝑊

𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝜉(𝑇 = 𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑖 ) = 0. Compared to classic kinetics models, the 

choice of polynomial form allows to describe the growth kinetics of mixtures potentially composed of 

several wax components that induces multiple temperature intervals of crystallization. For 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑖 , the 

value of 𝜉(𝑇) is zero. And for  𝑇 < 𝑇𝑡𝑟
𝑓

, 𝜉(𝑇) = 𝑓𝑆𝑊
𝑚𝑎𝑥 . As shown in Fig, 8, the as-obtained master 

curves (dashed line) are well correlated to kinetics curves for both mixture samples.  

 

Fig. 8 Horizontally shifted solid wax fraction 𝑓𝑆𝑊 profiles (solid lines) with a shift factor of −�̂�𝑇�̇� for 

a JN15-DEK and b GL740 and the fitted master curve (dashed line)  

Thus, the modelled solid wax fraction (denoted as 𝑓𝑆𝑊) for isokinetic conditions can be calculated by: 
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𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇, �̇�) = 𝜉(𝑇 − �̂�𝑇�̇�) (20) 

Concerning isokinetic scans for both two mixtures, the modelling results show a good correlation with 

experimental results (Fig. 9). Only slight differences between experimental and modelling can be seen. 

We can validate our kinetic modelling in isokinetic conditions considering the probable measurement 

uncertainty of DSC. 

 

Fig. 9 Solid wax fraction profiles of a JN15-DEK and b GL740 calculated by experimental scans (solid 

lines) and modelling (dashed lines)  

6.2. Non-isokinetic modelling 

Regarding non-isokinetic conditions, we propose here a generalization of the isokinetic model (20) to 

non-isokinetic modelling. Three key points should be defined for non-isokinetic temperature profiles: a 

nucleation condition, a crystallization growth rate and then an end condition of the crystallization. It 

should be noted that thermal signals for crystallization and fusion in many wax-based materials are not 

symmetrical due to supercooling effect. Here the model will only deal with monotonic temperature 

decrease, which is the most common thermal condition in solidification processes. 

6.2.1. Nucleation condition 

For an isokinetic cooling condition, the modelled wax appearance temperature �̂�𝑊𝐴
�̇�  can be written as: 

�̂�𝑊𝐴
�̇� = �̂�𝑊𝐴

𝑜 + �̂�𝑇�̇� (21) 

�̂�𝑊𝐴
𝑜  is the wax appearance temperature at �̇� → 0, equivalent to the temperature 𝑇𝑡𝑟

𝑖  that can be obtained 

experimentally.  

Thermal history in non-isokinetic supercooling zone should be considered. Referring to Scheil’s 

definition of the induction time of nucleation of non-isothermal conditions, as shown in (3), the non-

isokinetic wax appearance temperature �̂�𝑊𝐴 can be calculated by the contribution of each temperature 

steps 𝑑𝑇: 
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∫
𝑑𝑇

�̂�𝑊𝐴
�̇� − �̂�𝑊𝐴

𝑜

�̂�𝑊𝐴

�̂�𝑊𝐴
0

= 1 (22) 

By using (20), this expression is simplified to: 

∫
𝑑𝑇

�̂�𝑇�̇�

�̂�𝑊𝐴

�̂�𝑊𝐴
0

= ∫
𝑑𝑡

�̂�𝑇

𝑡𝑊𝐴

𝑡𝑜

= 1 (23) 

where 𝑡𝑊𝐴 is the time when wax begins to crystallize and 𝑡𝑜 is the time when the temperature reaches 

�̂�𝑊𝐴
𝑜 . (22) is equivalent to:  

𝑡𝑊𝐴 = 𝑡𝑜 + �̂�𝑇 (24) 

As demonstrated, 𝑡𝑊𝐴 is independent of the thermal path. �̂�𝑇 can be interpreted as the non-isokinetic 

supercooling induction time. The nucleation condition is thus a time delay of �̂�𝑇  after reaching the 

temperature �̂�𝑊𝐴
𝑜 . 

6.2.2. Crystallization growth rate 

Supposing the continuity of 𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇, �̇�) in (19), the total derivative of 𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇, �̇�) can be written as: 

𝑑𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇, �̇�) =
𝜕

𝜕𝑇
𝜉(𝑇 − �̂�𝑇�̇�)𝑑𝑇 +

𝜕

𝜕�̇�
𝜉(𝑇 − �̂�𝑇�̇�)𝑑�̇� (25) 

The crystallization growth rate 𝑑𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇, �̇�)/𝑑𝑡 is then: 

𝑑𝑓𝑆𝑊(𝑇, �̇�)

𝑑𝑡
= 𝜉′(𝑇 − �̂�𝑇�̇�) ∙ [�̇� − �̂�𝑇�̈�] (26) 

where 𝜉′ is the first order derivative of 𝜉 (or the local slope of 𝜉 in Fig. 8), and �̈� is the second derivative 

of temperature 𝑇 with respect to time. For isokinetic conditions, �̈� = 0 (no change in cooling rate) and 

equation (25) is then reduced to the time derivative of isokinetic form (19). While the cooling rate �̇� 

becomes smaller, �̈� will contribute to an increase of crystallization growth rate (considering �̈� > 0, �̂�𝑇 > 

0 and 𝜉′  < 0), which may explain the “acceleration” phenomenon around the cooling rate change 

temperature 𝑇∗ as previously discussed. 

6.2.3. End condition 

Wax crystallization is considered completed when 𝑓𝑆𝑊  reaches the final solid wax fraction 𝑓𝑆𝑊
𝑚𝑎𝑥 

according to DSC-measured isokinetic enthalpy: 𝑓𝑆𝑊
𝑚𝑎𝑥 = ∆𝐻𝑡𝑟/∆𝐻𝑟𝑒𝑓. A further cooling should not 

change the value of 𝑓𝑆𝑊. 

6.2.4. Algorithm and modelling results 

According to the definition of three elements of the kinetic model, an incremental algorithm can be 

resumed in the flow chart Fig. 10. The algorithm calculates the evolution of 𝑓𝑆𝑊  according to the 

thermal conditions at the time increment 𝑡𝑗 . If the temperature of the increment 𝑇𝑗 is lower than the 

temperature �̂�𝑊𝐴
𝑜 , the mixture is in a metastable supercooling state. The beginning of the crystallization 
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growth is a time delay �̂�𝑇 after reaching the temperature �̂�𝑊𝐴
𝑜 . After nucleation, the crystalline growth 

increment corresponds to the multiplication of the growth rate 𝑑𝑓𝑆𝑊/𝑑𝑡 that can be calculated from 

equation (26) and the time step ∆𝑡𝑗 . If the updated incremental solid wax fraction  

𝑓𝑆𝑊
𝑗  is equal or greater to the 𝑓𝑆𝑊

𝑚𝑎𝑥, the crystallization process can be then considered complete. The 

suggested algorithm can be used for kinetics modelling of DSC results. Besides, it can be furthermore 

implemented in Finite Element Method (FEM) based simulations to calculate local crystallization 

kinetics. 

 

Fig. 10 Incremental calculation flow chart based on the proposed kinetic modelling of crystallization 

With the as-proposed algorithm, non-isokinetic modelling was conducted on thermal condition of the 

“50-10” temperature program. The temperature profile was smoothed around 𝑇∗ at the cooling rate 

Incremental calculation of time:  𝑡𝑗 = 𝑡𝑗−1 + ∆𝑡𝑗 
and temperature 𝑇𝑗 = 𝑇𝑗−1 + ∆𝑇𝑗 
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change time, to avoid abrupt variation of �̈� (Fig. 11). The smoothed curve was only slightly different 

from the temperature program around 𝑇∗. 

 

Fig. 11 Smoothen of modelling temperature around 𝑇∗ for non-isokinetic condition “50-10” (example 

of 𝑇∗ around 50 °C) 

Fig. 12 globally shows a good correlation on the tendency between non-isokinetic modelling and 

experimental results. The model is capable to capture a local slope change of the solid wax fraction 

when cooling slows down, as seen in Fig. 12a around 30 °C and in Fig. 12b around 50 °C. However, 

modelling results (dotted lines) for both samples show significant differences to DSC measurements 

(dashed lines), mostly during the first cooling section above 𝑇∗. It is to be noticed that the baseline 

correction and the integration may affect the kinetics calculation for both sections. Considering the 

limits of current DSC technologies on non-constant cooling rate scans, we are unfortunately not able to 

evaluate precisely our non-isokinetic modelling. 

 

Fig. 12 Modelling of non-isokinetic condition “50-10” for a JN15-DEK and b GL740; isokinetic 

experimental results are shown for comparison 
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7. Conclusion 

Crystallization kinetics of two representative wax-oil mixtures JN15-DEK and GL740 were 

characterized by DSC with different constant cooling rates from -20 °C min-1 to -200 °C min-1, and with 

simplified non-isokinetic cooling conditions composed of two different constant rate cooling sections. 

It can be concluded that the cooling rate has a significant impact on the supercooling and on the wax 

appearance temperature 𝑇𝑊𝐴  that is linearly dependent on the cooling rate �̇� . The enthalpy of 

crystallization and kinetics profiles are merely influenced by the cooling rate.  

Based on experimental results, a semi-empirical model was developed for kinetics modelling as an 

alternative of the Avrami-Ozawa theory. The kinetics model was expanded to non-isokinetic conditions 

with a differential form which can be further implementation in FEM-based calculations. A good 

correlation with experimental results was found, especially for isokinetic cooling scans. However, as 

far as we know, current commercialized DSC are incompatible for non-constant cooling rate conditions, 

which limits a more precise validation of our kinetics model in non-isokinetic conditions. We hope that 

future calorimetry development that enables non-isokinetic cooling will help us understand 

crystallization kinetics in industrial conditions. 
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